PLAY STREET - THE CITY OF CHILDREN
School and public space

Note the presentations are organized for the purpose of knowledge sharing and do not necessarily represent the views of the organizers
TOWARDS THE ENVIRONMENTAL TRANSITION

The economic crisis generated by the emergency may lead to the definition of different scenarios for recovery. Many countries are wondering what the right path to take is, preparing stimulus packages for the economy.

This is a delicate moment: today's choices will drive Milan in the coming years.

How can the fundamentals of environmental transition guide this path and develop a new Green Deal that generates wealth for all?
5. Make room for the environment.


Sustainability standards

Milan 2030 wants to give itself a green footprint. To this end, the PGT downsizes the settlement forecasts, thus reducing land consumption. Water is once again the protagonist, thanks to the reopening of the Navigli and the projects on Lambro and Seveso. The green belt, which finds notable points in the stopovers and in twenty new city parks, becomes the urban threshold of the Metropolitan Park. New environmental standards favor the reduction of greenhouse gas and carbon emissions and help mitigate climate events.
STRATEGIES:

8. Bringing neighborhoods closer together. Public space as a common good

9. Regenerate the city. The suburbs in the center

New urban spaces, squares and meeting places represent the symbolic element of the great regeneration interventions that have affected the structural dimension of Milan, expanding the center starting from the pedestrian vocation. With this approach the Plan sets the public space at the center of regeneration.
• Rapid adjustments of administrative and local government tools

• Make the most of the digital push coming from the covid-19 emergency by strategically connecting it to physical spaces

**5 FUNCTIONS**

- housing
- schools
- accommodation services
- energy infrastructure
- decentralized services
MILAN 2020 STRATEGIES, ACTIONS AND PROGRAMS

1. MAXIMIZING FLEXIBILITY | Schedules
2. MOBILITY | Diversifying mobility
3. PUBLIC SPACE AND WELLBEING | Physical activity space
4. DIGITAL SERVICES | Expansion and accessibility
5. NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES | 15 minute city
6. CULTURE | Spreading culture
7. ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES | Innovation and inclusion
8. INFRASTRUCTURE | Slimming procedures
9. COLLABORATION AND INCLUSION | Regaining the collaboration spirit
10. CHILDREN'S CITY | Open schools
Play Street - the city of children
School and public space
WHAT IS A PLAY STREET

Play Streets are streets temporarily closed to traffic during certain hours of the day, increasing the supply of play spaces for children and local residents, becoming a safe place to ride a bike, draw with chalk, kick a ball, or just hang out.

Where
The Municipality of Milan intends to experiment the Play Street tool in the vicinity of schools, to allow children to enjoy additional spaces in which to play and have fun after school hours.

How
The realization is simpler than an open square, it is sufficient to close the access to the street with bollards as barriers, the collaboration of entities that will remove the bar in case of need and the desire to live public spaces.
FUNDING AND IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS

Internal resources

Budget for:
- Local police
- Waste management
- Management of the event

Collaboration with Real Play Coalition

Access to the network and its partners

ARUP

Lego Foundation

Future opportunity: shift from pilot projects to ordinary activities with related budget
COLLABORATION AGREEMENT - Accordi di collaborazione

**Tool**, in the form of a written agreement, **through which the Municipality and active citizens define purposes, objectives, methods** of shared management interventions and care of common goods.

**Key words**
- Participation
- Subsidiarity
- Shared administration
- Active citizenship
- Common Good

Collaboration Agreement between the Municipality, schools and local associations
MILANO PLAY STREET

Sottocorno School, Rogoredo

Workshop organized by Arup in collaboration with the Municipality of Milan, aimed at children from the Sottocorno elementary school, to imagine together how they would like the space around the building of the Sottocorno Primary School in Via Monte Piana to be.
MILANO PLAY STREET

Sottocorno School, Rogoredo
7 June - Activities organized by Sottocorno elementary school
June 7 - Workshop with lego and great games
Thanks to Lego Foundation and Associazione verdeFestival
June 8 - Murals and big games
Thanks to Un Libro in Movimento and Associazione verdeFestival
June 8 - Signing of the Collaboration Agreement